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Abstract 
There zs a consensus that hzgh-frepuency acortstzc scatterzng by the ocean bottom zs partly due to sedzment volurnetnc 
tnhomogenerttes, r e., mndom Juctuattons zn sedzment sound speed and denszty. lhderstandrng the spatzal dzstrzbu- 
utron and tempoml vanabrlzty of such rnhomogeneztres at the centzmeter scale 6s of great tmpo7 tance to modelzng 
and predzctzng sound zntemctzon wzth shallow water sedzments. Core data protrzde only sedzment tlarzabzlzty an 
depth, whzch zs not suflczent for determznzng sound scattering, sznce j7rictuatzons of sedzment parameters versus 
horizontal dzmenszons are also needed Efforts were made to measury sound speed and porosety vanabrlztzes of 
sedrments uszng technzques based on ocoustzc tomogruphy and mzcroelectrzc conductzvzty Whzle the results are 
stall prelzmznary, tt zs clear from the avazlable data that sedzment znhomogenezty zs a general phenomenon, and 
measurements such as those reported here wall make zt posstble to conduct unambzguous model-data comparrsons 
zn future hzgh-frequency bottom-scatterzng experzments. 

1. Introduction 
Natural sedimentation processes make sediment parameters, such as the co~llpress~onal and shear speeds, denslty, 
and attenuat~on coefficients, deviate from stratification in a random fashlon, and such dev~at~ons  will cause sound 
to scatter. Convent~onally, these deviations are d~vided Into two categories water-bottom Interface roughness and 
sediment volume inhomogeneities, wh~ch include all var~abilities other than the roughness While the roughness 
issue has been extensively studied both theoretically and exper~mentally, it IS only relat~vely leceiltly that scatterlng 
by volume inhomogene~tles has started to receive serious attention T h ~ s  paper IS devoted to the Issues concerning 
the measurement of volume ~nhomogeneit~es In sediments. While rocks, shell pieces, and gas bubbles 111 sediments 
can be significant contnhutors to scattering, they should be studied as separate sub~ects We confine the d~scussion 
in this paper to scatterlng due to the fluctuating medium parameters of the bottom 

Since it is impractical to measure the details of the sediment volume ~nhomogene~tler determn~~st~cally,  to study 
sediment volume scattering, a statistical approach is often used to study tile avelage 1nten91ty of the scattered 
sound. References on model~ng sediment volume scattering can be found in [I]-[7] These models are based on a 
first-order perturbatlon approximat~on of the wave equation, and the sediment 1s assumed to be a flu~d medium. 
Recently, Ivakin and Jackson [8] showed that for a sedimented bottom, a flu~d nlodel IS an excellent approximation 
in treating scatterlng problems When the sediment is modeled as a Auld mechum, there are three acoustic 
parameters that determine the scattering process They are the sediment sound speed, dens~ty, and attenuation 
coefficient. While ~t is not certain that the attenuation coefficient is a constant over space for a given frequency, ~t 
is potentially a scatterer. However, since attenuation manifests ~tself in the wave ~ q u a t ~ o n  as the Imaginary part 
of the wavenumber for a given frequency, and it IS known that the ~maglnary part of the wavenumber 1s much 
smaller than the real part for almost all sed~ments concerned, scattering due to the random fluctuat~on of the 
attenuation coefficient is a second-order effect at  best compared with that due to the fluctuat~ons of sound speed 
and density. Thus, the sound speed and density are the only parameters left to be determined. If we assume 
that the sound speed and density fluctuate randomly in three-dimens~onal space around thelr mean profiles, the 
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first-order scatter~ng cross section 1s completely determined if the auto- and cross-correlat~on funct~ons of the two 
random quan t~ t~es  are known [l ,  41 In order to compare measured 111gh-frequent! acatter~ng strengths to model 
predications, ~t 1s essential to have measurements of these correlat~on funct~ons that ale accurate to sub-wavelength 
scales. These correlation funct~ons could be est~mated from core data. But rores prov~de only depth ~nformation; 
estimation of correlat~on functions from such cores can result In error because (1) varlab~l~ties III depth can be due 
to fine, flat layering, which does not cause scatter~ng, and (2) the statlst~cal character~st~cs of variab~hty In the 
horizontal direct~on can be quite different from those in depth In the follow~ng, t s o  efforts a~med  at  prov~ding 
horizontal, as  we11 as depth, data for estimating the correlation functions of sound speed and deusity In sedinlents 
are presented. The sect~on on sediment microconductivity presents a method to measure poros~tj fluctuations, and 
therefrom, density fluctuations The section on acoustic tomography presents a method for measuring sedlment 
sound speed variability 

2. Sediment Microconductivity 
Seawater 1s a conducting medium whereas the sed~ment solids themselves usually are nlade of 11oorly conduct~ng 
materials. Thus, sed~ment electric conduct~v~ty, or equivalently its rec~procal, resist~v~ty, 1s a mrasure of sed~ment 
poros~ty When sedlment porosity 1s known, sed~ment density can be ohtalnecl fiorn the cIr~~=,~tlen, of the seawater 
and the sediment grams, quantit~es that are relat~vely easy to measure Archie [i)] proposed the following erllpirical 
relationsh~p between conductiv~ty and poros~ty. 

where q5 is porosity, F is a "formation" factor which is the ratio of the conduct~vity of the ~ n t e r s t ~ t ~ a l  water, c,,,, to 
that of the sediment, c,,  and the parameter n is a constant depend~ng on the type of the sed~ment I ~ e ~ n g  measured 
Later, in order to better fit data, Archie's formula was mod~fied to include an add~ t~ona l  parameter, a ,  which 
depends on the distribution of sediment part~cle sizes [lo]: 

It can be understood that the conduct~v~ty of sediments depends on the shape and pack~ng btrncture of the 
sediment grams because they mll dec~de the passageways for charges to go thlougli For >ed~ments made of 
ident~cal spher~cal part~cles, there IS a theoret~cal predicat~on of the relat~on between p o ~ o s ~ t y  and condnctlv~ty 
[Ill. However, theoret~cal relat~ons are not ava~lable for real sediments ow~ng to the cornplex~ty of the gram slze 
compos~t~on and packmg. In pract~ce, the constants n and a are determn~ed usnlg an ~nrlependent method for 
each sed~ment 

Conventional conduct~v~ty probes consist of a s~ngle sensor wll~cl~ can meazure cond~irt~vlty verrus depth [I21 
In order to measure dens~ty var~ab~lity In the horizontal as well as in depth, we are developing a mu1t1-sensor 
conductiv~ty probe F~gure 1 1s a schematic of the probe system It cons1st5 of 16 equally spa(-ad (1 cm), lclent~cal 
probe t ~ p s  made of platinum spheres w ~ t h  a d~arneter of 0 6 mm, wh1c11 ensules that the spatlal irsolution of each 
t ~ p  w~l l  be better than 1 m3 By mechan~cally controll~ng the penetration depth of the probe mto the sediments, 
we w~l l  be able to obta~n a two-dimensional data set of sed~ment concluct~v~tv, ant1 f i on~  that an c3tlmatlon of the 
two-d~mensional vanab~hty of the sed~ment poronty uslng (2) The system has bean tested and cahbrated In the 
laboratory uslng shallow-water sed~ment samples obta~ned from Lores First, the concluctiv~tp of sed~ment samples 
and that of the overlay~ng water were measured using the probe, and the po~os~ ty  of the s ampl~s  was es t~~nated  
using (2) The porosity of the samples was also measured ~ndependently by \%e~gh~ng the samples wh~le wet and 
after drymg. Ow~ng to space I ~ m ~ t a t ~ o n s ,  we w~ll  not give the deta~ls of the ca l~bra t~on procesz 111 tlns paper 

We have used t h ~ s  probe to  measure the conductiv~ty of a few sed~ment roles obta~necl off the Northern 
Californ~a coast In the summer of 1996 F~gure 2a IS one example of the n~rasnled data The figure shows the 
reciprocal of the format~on factor, or the ratlo of sediment conduct~v~ty to that of overlay~ng wa te~ ,  plotted against 
depth for the 16 channels The result 1s un~ ty  clur~ng the first few m~lllnieter\, ~ n d ~ c a t ~ n g  the p~obe  was ineasurlng 
the seawater just above the sed~ment The sediment conduct~vity decrrazes clu~chly over depth m the uext few 
millimeters and then stabilizes Since there are 16 channels on the probe, lhr hor~zontal v a r ~ a b ~ l ~ t y  IS obta~ned 
over a width of 15 cm F~gure 2b shows the mean profile of the conduct~v~ty averaged over the 16 channels and the 
mean porosity profile est~mated from the mean conduct~vity profile The paramete~s used to convert conduct~vity 
to porosity were taken from [I31 based on emp~r~ca l  data One of the aclvnntagc> of llavnig two-d~mens~onal data 
is that we can estlmate the depth-dependent mean profiles as shown herc I.er thc t ~ o  cl~men,~onal poros~ty data 
be p ( z ,  z )  and the mean porosity profile be P ( t )  = (p(x, z ) ) ,  we define the noimahzed flurtuat~on cl, as 
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Figure 1: Configuration of the Conductivit,)r Probe 

[a) Two-dimensional data (b) Mean profiles 

Figure 2: Example of 2-D conduct~vity data and mean profiles averaged across all 16 channels; core u70. 

As stated in the Introduction, this is one of the two quantities for which we want to estimate the spectra 
One of the interesting questions is whether cp  is spatially stationary. Since the mean profile is depth dependent, 

the stationarity oft,, over depth is of special concern. Figure 3 shows three different sets of poros~ty variability 
data. There is no apparent depth or horizontal dependence in any of the three Therefore we conclude that in 
these particular sets of data the porosity variability is spatially stationary. When a random process is stationary, its 
correlation function depends only on the difference coordinates, and its power spectrum IS the quantity that is the 
input to first-order scattering models [I]. Next, we estimate the two-dimens~onal power spectrum of cp. The power 
spectrum is obtained by averaging the square of the absolute value of the Fourier transform from all data sets. 
Figure 4 is the estimated power spectrum. In this particular case, the two-dlmens~onal power spect,rum is isotropic 
Hence, assuming that the three-dimensional power spectrum is isotropic in the horizontal d~mensions as well, we 
can estimate i t  through its onedimensional power spectrum [14] Figure 5 shows an averaged one-dimensional 
power spectrum and a fit to a power-law spectrum of the form. 
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Figure 3: Porosity variability, en, data of three cores, u70, o70h, and s60hw. 

Figure 4: Two-dimedona1 power spectrum obtained from averaging multiple core data. 

where wl = 1.1 x lov6 and r n l  = 1.7. Based on this result, the isotropic three-dimensional power spectrum is 

with ws = 2.9 x and ma = 3 7 Here we have demonstrated the capabil~ties of the sediment microconductivity 
probe in providing data for estimating the sediment porosity power spectrum Wlnle encouraging, we emphasize 
that these results are preliminary and a field verslon of the probe 1s yet to be built that will be able to provide an 
srtu data. 

3. Acoustic Tomography 
Now we shift our attention to sound speed measurement. In order to measure zn sztu sediment sound speed 
variability in both horizontal and depth dimensions, acoustic tomography is a natural cho~ce Yamamoto [14] has 
conducted a series of tomographic measurements. Here we present an acoustic tomographic system specifically 
designed to measure an srtu sediment sound-speed variabilities to support modeling of high-frequency bottom- 
scattering work. 

The tn srtu sediment acoustic imaging system consists of an array of needle-11ke probes that can be pressed 
into the sediment, where each probe is a vertical line array of acoustic transducers The current system conslsts 
of three identical probes attached to a sturdy frame and connected to a subsea electronics pressure housing. Two 
probes are oriented vertically and pressed into the sediment about 1 m apart, the t h ~ r d  is orlented horizontally, just 
above the seafloor, between the two vertical probes (see Figure 6). Since these probes are all aligned on a common 
plane, the current system is capable of only two-dimensional imaging Eventually, more probes may be added to 
obtain three dimensional data. Each probe contains 20 acoustic transducers, arianged as a l ~ n e  array with 5-cm 
spacing. Thus the active area 1s approx~mately 1 m long on each side Each transducer in every probe 1s capable 
of both transmit and receive. An internal multiplexer in the probe is used to select a single transducer so that the 
number of wires in the cabling IS minimized. The probes are connected to the subsea electroillcs module which 



Figure 5. One+dimensional power spectrum in depth and a fit to a power-law spect,ruin. 

Figure 6: Configuration of the sediment tomography probe system 

contains a transmitter, a receiver, and a microcontroller for multiplexer and gain control. A multi-conductor cable 
extends to t,he surface. This cable connects to a PC via an analog input for data acquisition and to a serial port 
for multiplexer control. A small power supply is the only other surface equipment requlred to operate the subsea 
electronics. Individual transducers are selected by the PC software for transmit and receive, and a ping is initiated. 
This design allows 1200 direct raypaths between pairs of transducers and receivers Figure 7 demonstrates some 
of the ray paths crisscross the 1 m2 area. 

I .  I 
YI 0 M 

HORIZONTAL DISTANCE (om) 

Figure 7: Sample ray paths of the sediment ton~ograplnr system. 
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All possible raypath combinations between the probes are sequentially ~nterrogated. The objective is to accu- 
rately estimate the travel time from transmit to receive on each ray path. Data are aclqulred by an analog-to-digital 
data acquisition board plugged into the PC. A Windows based application program has been wr~tten to control 
the multiplexer for transducer selection and to acquire and store the raw sonar data The resulting set of average 
sound velocities forms the input to the tomography processing algorithm. 

The transducers used are free-flooded cylinders, with a resonant frequency of 100 kHz and a bandwidth of 
approximately 40 kHz. These cylinders have a torroidal beam pattern, and therefore are oriented with their 
longitudinal axes perpendicular to that of the probe itself, so that then beam patterns arc aligned with the 
imaging plane. The elements are potted in polyurethane and suspended between two high-strength steel stiffening 
bars. The diameter of the probe is 1.5 in., expanded slightly at  the top to accommodate the interface circuitry 
and connector pigtail. A long, thin printed circuit board extends along the entire length of the probe, outside of 
one of the steel bars. Also encapsulated in the polyurethane is a stainless steel tube connected to the probe tip to 
allow use of a water jet for assistance in penetrating difficult sediment. 

One experiment was conducted a t  the Hadley Harbor near Woods Hole, Massachusetts, on November 15, 1996, 
on the vessel Asterras belonging to the Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution. First, a set of calibration data 
were obtained when the entire system was in the water column. Then two d~vers guided the system into sediments. 
There were two deployments about a mile apart, both in soft clay sediments The probe systenl worked flawlessly 
and easily penetrated into the sediment at these muddy sites without use of the water jet. Althongh we could not 
tell the difference between the two srtes by v~sually examining the sediment samples, the first location allowed little 
sound transmission, whereas the second provided clear data with better qual~ty than expected It is hypothesized 
that large amount of gas might have been present at the first location so sound waves were prevented from going 
through the 1 m course. However, further measurement is needed to verify this hypothesis. 

Figure 8 shows some selected channels of time-series data. In this figure, the transm~tter is the tenth element 
from the bottom on the left vert~cal probe, and the receivers are all the 20 hydrophones on the other vertical 
probe. On the left is a set of calibrat~on data recorded when the system was suspended in the water column. On 
the right are actual time series on the hydrophones corresponding to those as on the left. The s~gnal gain was 8 
and the signal level in the figure was normalized, with the highest channel havmg a value of 100. Signal levels in 
other channels relative to the highest one are given in the figure on the right. The normalization factor is 2.13. 
The arrival-time changes relative to the calibration data were picked up and used in a back-projection algorithm 
to invert for the sound speed in the sediment. Figure 9 is the inverted sound-speed image. 
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Figure 8: Field experiment time series. (left) calibration data; (right) data measured in the sed~ment 

The pixel slze of the image 1s 5 cm by 5 cm. The mean sound speed 1s 1480 m/s The vanab~l~ty  1s moderate In 
the upper half meter, whereas the lower half shows large var~abil~ties An exam~nat~on of t ~ m e  ser~es such as those 
shown in Figure 8 reveals that, In addition to the direct arrivals, there are mult~ple later arr~vals with conwderable 
amplitude. Clearly they are the result of forward scatter~ng due to the presence of yet unknown sratterers Further, 
note that the amplitudes of the direct arrivals on the lower hydrophones are cons~derably smaller than those on 
the upper ones, indicating a strong attenuating mechanism a t  work. It is known that when gas is present. the 
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Figure 9: Inverted two-dimensional sound speed variation from hid data. 

effective sound speed will be markedly reduced. Indeed, in the lower half of the image, the inverted sediment 
sound s p e d  is much l~wer than that in the water column. Therefore, we hypothesize that there was g w  prwnt  
in the sediment. From the arrival amplitudes, we estimated the attenuation coefficient M a function of depth. 
The result is givm in Figure 10. Since in the estimation we used the amplitudes of the first arriving peak, and 
the transmitted signal k an apchirp starting at 80 kHa, the attenuatbn coeficient is that a t  80 k& only. While 
the attenuation coefficient is about 25 dB/m in the upper half, a common value for tkis type of clay sediment, 
it jumps to 65 dB/m in the lower half. At two of the hydrophones, the first arrivals were so small that we could 
not reliably estimate the amplitude at all. Such a high attenuation coefficient is raze acept  when gas is present. 
To verify the presence of gas, a new experiment will be conducted at the same site in the next phase along with 
coring and gas-catching measwements. 

Figure 10: Estimated attenuation coefficient versus depth from field data. 

4. Discussion 
Two major issues need to be worked on concerning the conductivity probe. The first is the frailty of the tips of 
the probe. While the remlution requirement forces the tips to be small, it is mechanically difficult tcp make its 
structure sturdy enough to withstand repeated field deployment. The seeon$ issue is on averting cenductivity 
to porosity. Althaugh empirical relations such as (2) have been used extensively, a systematic verification of their 
applicability is yet ta be done. Finding the relation between the conductivity and the tortuosity of the sediments 
in addition to porosity would also be potentially fruitful. 

While the tomographic instrument works as designed, an increase in its spatial resolution would be desirable. 
Currently, its resolution is about 5 cm, too coarse compared with that of the conductivity probe, which is 1 cm. 
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As a result, we cannot resolve the issue of the cross correlat~on between sound rpeed and dens~ty In add~tion, 
deployment of this system in sandy sediments remains to be tested. 

In summary, we have developed two systems for the purpose of support~ng modeli~ig of h~gli-frequency bot- 
tom scattering by sediment volume inhomogeneities. With such instruments, two-d~mens~oual data on sediment 
variabilities can be obtained, and a model-data comparison with no free parameters IS poss~ble Condoct~ng a 
comprehensive high-frequency bottom-scattering experiment along with ~~leasure~iie~its of the e n v ~ r o ~ u ~ ~ e ~ ~ t a l  pa- 
rameters using such instruments as described here, a clear understanding of the hottoin scatter~ng process can be 
expected. 
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